Photocontrollable analyte-responsive fluorescent probes: a photocaged copper-responsive fluorescence turn-on probe.
Analyte-responsive fluorescent probes are valuable chemical tools for dissecting complex living systems. However, the major shortcoming of fluorescent probes is that once they enter the cells, control over them is basically lost. It is critical to regulate fluorescent probes in a spatial and temporal manner, as functions of biomolecules are spatiotemporal. On the other hand, light can be manipulated in time and in the application site, so the photocaging technique allows researchers to control the biomolecules of interest in a temporal and spatial fashion. Herein, we propose for the first time the combination of the merits of sensing and photocaging technologies, which may afford the caging version of analyte-responsive fluorescent probes, referred to as photocontrollable analyte-responsive fluorescent probes (PCAFPs). These "smart" fluorescent probes apparently have the intrinsic advantage of spatiotemporal control when compared to traditional fluorescent probes, as the "sensing activity" of PCAFPs is photocontrollable. This should enable biologists to interrogate complex biological systems in a spatial and temporal manner with an innovative chemical tool. In this work, for proof of concept, we report the rational design, synthesis, photocontrollable sensing in solution and in living cells, and mechanistic studies of a molecular prototype of PCAFP for copper as the first paradigm of this new class of smart fluorescent probes. We believe that PCAFPs represent a substantial breakthrough in the sensing and photocaging fields, and that the general concept of PCAFPs should be broadly applicable for a wide variety of biologically relevant species.